Is the computer security field really old enough to have lost treasures? Will a granite punch card with ancient Cobol contain some code fragment that produces a better firewall? Hardly. The computing environment changes so much and so radically that implementation details lose relevance quickly. However, concepts and key insights can serve modern developers just as well today as they did builders of ancient systems from the 1980s (for instance, see the “Lost Lessons: Election Systems” sidebar). New security practitioners’ conference submissions often reinvent key security concepts, highlighting the need to uncover these lost gems. The future should build on the past, not constantly reinvent it.

**Economics and Archaeology**

Eras of rapid change foster great economic opportunities as people continually adapt to the changing environment. All this money shifts the industry’s focus to getting the next release out the door. In this flurry of change, it’s easy to lose track of key concepts. In contrast, look at mathematics. Often, centuries elapsed before someone found a useful way to apply a new theorem.

So what can we do for computer security in this era of rapid change? We could have people pore over old government documents, corporate reports, and papers looking for lost gems. The payoff remains comparable to traditional archaeology: you have to move a lot of dirt before you find something worth keeping. For example, the “Rainbow Series”—a set of government computer security guidelines (http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/secpubs/rainbow)—contains a lot of good computer security science but is encased in the strata of multicolored evaluation criteria. And despite our gentle cajoling, no one wrote an article for this issue on the science of the “Orange Book”—the cornerstone of the Rainbow Series that addresses building a secure...
Lost Lessons: Election Systems

by Peter G. Neumann

This special issue features insights on computer security that are particularly relevant to election integrity. Thus, it seems appropriate to consider some of the lost or hidden treasures in that context.

Past elections have illustrated a serious lack of commitment to total-system integrity, accountability, and privacy, as well as weak defenses against insider misuse. We observed many flagrant election irregularities, some of which are directly related to computer systems, others of which are procedural, operational, or seemingly extrinsic. These problems tend to arise owing to the absence or inadequacy of total-system requirements, flawed computer system design and implementation, incomplete or misguided security evaluations, and so on. For example, there was significant tampering in the 1988 Florida Senate race, with a 14 percent drop-off in senate votes compared with presidential votes in the four punched-card counties (there was essentially no drop-off in the non-punched-card counties). In Louisiana, 22 people were indicted in a bribery/kickback scheme in 1999, and nine people in Clay County, Kentucky (including election officials and a federal judge), were indicted for election fraud in 2002, 2004, and 2006. The 2006 fraud involved poll workers intentionally misleading voters about the user interface, informing them that clicking on the cast vote button would cast their votes, whereas a subsequent confirmation button was required. The screen also included an alternative back button, which allowed poll workers to alter the votes. Numerous other problems also arose in Florida in 1988 and 2000, Ohio in 2004, and so on, with registration, voter disenfranchisement and biased authentication, and vote counting. These experiences—including the reports of the 2007 California Top-to-Bottom Review—all suggest that many past lessons have been almost completely ignored.

Various generic security principles in the literature directly apply to beginning-to-end and top-to-bottom election integrity but have been largely ignored in commercial systems. Such treasures include Kerckhoff’s principle (avoiding security by obscurity), the Saltzer-Schroeder-Kaashoek security principles, and the Clark-Wilson integrity properties. In particular, many of today’s systems ignore the principle of minimizing the extent of components that must be trusted. This can compromise every step in the election process, from standards establishment to voter registration (disenfranchising, gerrymandering, and so forth) to voter authentication (multiple IDs required in certain cases) to vote casting (machines observed switching votes) to vote tabulation and canvassing to dispute remediation (especially in the absence of any meaningful audit trails, much less forensically meaningful nonsubvertible audit trails). Compromises are also possible at each layer of abstraction, including hardware, operating systems, and election-specific software and data formats. Insider attacks remain particularly risky owing to the opportunities presented and the ease of triggering serious irregularities.

There are many other application areas in which these lessons are salient. However, election integrity is a paradigmatic example of why this special issue is more important than ever. Specifically, revisiting some of the lost treasures and problems that might otherwise have been avoided highlights many deeper issues. Consider the risks of outsourcing functionality and responsibility to unaccountable closed source proprietary systems; short-sighted and unprincipled system development; lack of understanding of the risks; and the continued lack of win-win solutions owing to debilitating tradeoffs among features including ease of use, accountability, cost savings, and trustworthiness with respect to security and integrity. Unfortunately, trustworthiness is often the first to be reduced.
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agents can’t copy information to a lower classification and learned that although we can trust humans not to downgrade information because they’re cleared, a Trojan horse working on a user’s behalf could. When Bell and LaPadula discovered this key property, they didn’t even name it; they identified it with “** property,” where the asterisk represents a placeholder for some future name. Yet this unnamed property still drives high-assurance systems. Both these articles shifted the way we thought about computer security, which was much simpler before these articles were published. Yet, today we still have trouble getting new security practitioners to believe just how tricky attackers can be. If you work in computer security long enough, you’ll hear people say, “no one would do that” or “where does this paranoia end?” However, if you can imagine a way to compromise a system, attackers can implement it.

In This Issue

If we can recreate that “Eureka!” moment in new security practitioners, we can foster computer security science that builds on the past rather than reinventing it for the latest new fad. The articles in this issue attempt to do this.

In “A Contemporary Look at Saltzer and Schroeder’s 1975 Design Principles,” Richard E. Smith tracks the use and evolution of the concepts from Jerome Saltzer and Michael Schroeder’s seminal 1975 article, “The Protection of Information in Computer Systems.” As the technology and political climate changed, the way people applied and restated these principles likewise changed.

Computer security science is really a science of engineering, constantly trading functionality and security to mitigate system risk. In “Lessons from VAX/SVS for High-Assurance VM Systems,” Steve Lipner, Trent Jaeger, and Mary Ellen Zurko give us a blow-by-blow account of the engineering insights and decisions from building a high-assurance operating system in the early 1990s.

What if security research got a “do-over”? Howard Shrobe and Daniel Adams ask and answer this question in “Suppose We Got a Do-Over: A Revolution for Secure Computing,” looking at DARPA programs designed to examine security without the economic shackles of compatibility requirements that current systems face.

How do we know when we achieve security? Evaluation and certification are supposed to be the yardsticks and certification are supposed to be the yardsticks and certification are supposed to be the yardsticks and certification are supposed to be the yardsticks and certification are supposed to be the yardsticks and certification are supposed to be the yardsticks and certification are supposed to be the yardsticks and certification are supposed to be the yardsticks and certification are supposed to be the yardsticks. Yet this unnamed property still drives high-assurance systems. Both these articles shifted the way we thought about computer security, which was much simpler before these articles were published. Yet, today we still have trouble getting new security practitioners to believe just how tricky attackers can be. If you work in computer security long enough, you’ll hear people say, “no one would do that” or “where does this paranoia end?” However, if you can imagine a way to compromise a system, attackers can implement it.

Each of these treasures presents a key shift in a security practitioner’s thinking. We need to pinpoint these shifts, not as a matter of historical documentation, but because new security practitioners need to undergo those same shifts in thinking to produce the next wave of computer security engineers.
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